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MI Satisfaction

On a scale from 0 to 10, where 0 is “not at all satisfied,” and 10 is “most satisfied” where would you say you are?

Angela R. Bethea, Ph.D.
(Adapted from Berg-Smith Training and Consultation, 2013)
We have two ears and one mouth so that we can listen twice as much as we speak.

-Epictetus, Greek philosopher
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fundamental approach of Motivational Interviewing.</th>
<th>Mirror-image opposite approach to counseling.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Partnership.</strong> Build collaboration that honors the client’s expertise and perspectives. Support the client’s agenda, not your own (treatment context).</td>
<td><strong>Confrontation.</strong> Counseling involves overriding the client’s impaired perspectives by imposing awareness and acceptance of “reality” that the client cannot see or will not admit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Evocation.</strong> Intrinsic motivation for change is enhanced by calling forth the client’s own resources, perceptions, strengths, goals and values.</td>
<td><strong>Education.</strong> The client is presumed to lack key knowledge, insight, and/or skills that are necessary for change to occur. The helper seeks to address these deficits by providing the requisite enlightenment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Acceptance.</strong> The helper prioritizes the inherent worth of human beings; shows accurate empathy; honors autonomy and capacity of self-direction; and seeks to understand clients’ strengths and efforts.</td>
<td><strong>Authority.</strong> The helper tells the client what he or she must do.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Compassion.</strong> A selfless unconditional form of loving that deliberately seeks the other’s well-being, best interests, and growth.</td>
<td><strong>Sympathy or Identification.</strong> To build rapport, the helper shares his/her emotional experience (i.e., pity, “I’ve been there and I know what you’re experiencing”).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The Method of MI:
The 4 Processes of MI
Planning
Commitment and action plan.

Evoking
Eliciting the client’s motivations for change.

Focusing
Focus on a particular agenda. Clarifies direction in conversation.

Engaging
The process of establishing a mutually trusting and respectful helping relationship (aspect of Bordin’s working alliance).
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Can it be MI without...

- Engaging?  NO
- Focusing?  NO (need a sense of direction)
- Evoking?  NO (the heart of MI)
- Planning?  YES! (person may just be testing the waters)
How to Cultivate Change Talk
How do I identify change talk?

DARN CATS
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Preparatory Language

DARN: Desire

Miller, Moyers, Amhrein & Rollnick (2006)

- A wanting, wishing or willing. They do not express specific reasons, but express a general level of desire.

CT: I want, I wish, I (would) like, I am motivated to, I (would) enjoy.

ST: I don’t want to, etc.

Ex. I want to lose some weight. **Change Talk**

Ex. I don’t want to exercise. **Sustain Talk**
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Preparatory Language

DARN: Ability

Miller, Moyers, Amhrein & Rollnick (2006)

- Personal perceptions of capability or possibility of change. Generally express a level of ability or inability.

CT: I can, I am able to, it’s possible for me, I could, I would be able to.

ST: I can’t.

Ex. I could quit smoking. Change Talk

Ex. I just can’t quit smoking because I don’t have the willpower. Sustain Talk
Preparatory Language

DARN: Reason

Miller, Moyers, Amhrein & Rollnick (2006)

- Specifies a particular rationale, basis, incentive, justification, or motivation for making (or not making) the target change. CT statements have an “If...then” structure.

  Ex. If I exercise more, then I might sleep better. Change Talk

  Ex. Exercise just won’t fit into my schedule. Sustain Talk
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Preparatory Language

DARN: Need

Miller, Moyers, Amhrein & Rollnick (2006)

- General importance, urgency, or requirement (for change or non-change). Usually, these statements do not include specific reasons, but express general level of need.

I need, I must, I have to, I’ve got to, I can’t keep on like this, Something has to change...

Ex. I have to stop fighting when I feel threatened.

Change Talk

Ex. I just need to accept that this is how I am.

Sustain Talk
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Mobilizing Language
CATS: Commitment
Miller, Moyers, Amhrein & Rollnick (2006)

- Agreement, intention or obligation to future target change.

CT: I promise, I guarantee, I am prepared to, I swear I am going to do it, I believe I will, I intend to**
ST: I don’t intend to change, I’m not going to

Ex. I am going to take my medication.  
**Change Talk**

Ex. I am just not going to take my medication anymore.  
**Sustain Talk**
Mobilizing Language
CATS: Action
Miller, Moyers, Amhrein & Rollnick (2006)

• Current movement toward or away from change.
• “Almost there” language. Commitment without stating it.

I am willing to, I am ready to, I am prepared to.

Ex. I am ready to stop smoking marijuana.

Change Talk

Ex. I am not willing to stop smoking marijuana.

Sustain Talk
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Describe a particular action that the person has done in the recent past that is clearly linked to moving toward or away from target change.

Ex. This week, I didn’t snack after 8:00pm.  
**Change Talk**

Ex. I threw away the diet monitoring sheet.  
**Sustain Talk**
How well can you herd “CATS”?
Do You Swear?
Will you take this person to be your lawfully wedded spouse, and be wholly faithful, for richer or for poorer, in sickness and health, so long as you both shall live?
Person #1

“I want to”.

Person #2

“I could”.
“I have good reasons to”. 

Person #3
Person #4

“I need to”. 
Person #5

“I will”.

Exercise: Change Talk Statements

* Drum on the desk when you hear *Preparatory* change talk.
Statements

1. I stopped taking work home every night.
2. I’ve decided to scale back my holiday spending this year.
3. I could cut back to having 3 drinks when I go out with my friends.
4. I’m going to start hiking again.
5. I would like to trust people more.
6. I need to eat healthier because it is a matter of life or death for me.
7. I want to sleep better so I can focus more during class.
Exercise: Change Talk Statements

* Drum on the desk when you hear Mobilizing change talk.
Statements

1. I want to feel better, but I just don’t know how to get there.
2. I am going to take my medication every day this week.
3. I’ve got to start using my CPAP machine again.
4. I joined a gym yesterday.
5. I can see myself setting a quit date in January.
6. I’m ready to make a grocery list for meal planning.
7. I’ve got to work on my relationship with my daughter.
Exercise: Snatching Change Talk from the Jaws of Ambivalence

- Lyrics: “Rehab,” by Amy Winehouse
How to Evoke Change Talk
How do I evoke change talk? 10 Ways

1. Evocative questions
2. Ask for elaboration
3. Ask for examples
4. Looking backward
5. Looking forward
6. Query extremes
7. Use change rulers
8. Explore goals and values
9. Come alongside
10. OARS
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Evocative Questions
Miller & Rollnick (2012); Rosengren (2009)

- Directly ask the individual for change talk.
  - “Why would you want to make this change?” (Evokes Desire)
  - “How might you go about it, in order to succeed?” (Evokes Ability)
  - “What might be some reasons to quit if you were to do so?” (Evokes Reason)
Evocative Questions
Miller & Rollnick (2012); Rosengren (2009)

- Directly ask the individual for change talk.
  
  - “How important is it for you to make this change, and why?” (0 – 10; Evokes Need)
  - “So what, if anything, do you think you’ll do?” (Evokes Commitment)
  - “What are you ready or willing to do?” (Evokes Action)
  - “What have you already done?” (Evokes Taking Steps)
Elaboration
Miller & Rollnick (2012); Rosengren (2009)

- Ask for details.
  - “Tell me a recent time when you spent money on what you need versus on alcohol.”
  - “Tell me about a time when you decided to stick with a decision despite others’ discouragement.”
  - “You said things might be better for you. Tell me about how you might function better if you were to take your medication regularly.”
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Ask for Examples
Miller & Rollnick (2012); Rosengren (2009)

- When change talk emerges, ask for specific examples.
  - “What’s an example of when you used your anger management skills?”
  - “When was the last time you used your reality testing skills?”
  - “What does your anger look like when you feel threatened?”
Looking Backward
Miller & Rollnick (2012); Rosengren (2009)

- Ask the individual to remember how things were before problems emerged. The helper can then guide the individual to contrast those descriptions with how things are now.
  - “When was a time when things were going well for you? How did things change over time?”
  - “What are the differences between you 10 (or 20 years ago) and you now?”
  - “What did you envision for your life when you were young?”
  - “Before your drinking became a problem, how were things better? Different?”
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Looking Forward
Miller & Rollnick (2012); Rosengren (2009)

- Asks the individual how things will appear if not change happens or how things might look after change.
  - “How would you like things to be different?”
  - “If nothing changes, what do you see happening in 5 years? If you decide to change what would it be like?”
  - “If you were 100% successful in making changes, what would be different?”
  - “How would you like your life to be different one week from now?”
  - “What might happen if you don’t make any changes?”
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Help the individual imagine the worst imagined outcomes if the behavior continues, and the best benefits if change occurs.

- “What are the best things that might happen if you do make the change?”
  - “What do you hope for the most?”
- “What would a perfect outcome look like?”
- “What concerns you the most?”
- “What is the worst thing that could happen?”
On a scale from 0 to 10, where 0 is “not ________,” and 10 is “extremely ________,” where would you say you are?
Exploring Importance, Confidence & Readiness

Miller & Rollnick (2012); Rosengren (2009)

- Why are you at x and not x-2? (always start with the higher number to evoke Importance)
- How much do you want to make this change? (Evokes Desire)
- How were you able to make these changes in the past? (Confidence)
Exploring Importance, Confidence & Readiness
Miller & Rollnick (2012); Rosengren (2009)

• How might I help you go from a ___ to a [higher number]? (Confidence)
• How confident are you that you could make this change? (Evokes Ability)
• What would be your first step in making a change? (Readiness)
Explore how the target behavior fits in with the values and goals the client holds dearest:

- “What things do you regard as most important? How does your drinking fits into this?”

- “What sort of person [parent, daughter, son, wife, partner] do you want to be?”
Explore Values and Goals
Miller & Rollnick (2012); Rosengren (2009)

- Explore how the target behavior fits in with the values and goals the client holds dearest:
  - “What sorts of things would you like to accomplish in your life?”

- Value Card Sort could be helpful to determine whether the target behavior helps realize a goal/value or interferes with the goal/value.
Come Alongside
Miller & Rollnick (2012); Rosengren (2009)

- Side with the status quo (sustain talk) side of ambivalence.
  - “Perhaps drinking is so important to you that you won’t give it up, no matter what the cost.”

**Landing on this side of ambivalence evokes the change talk side of ambivalence.
How to Respond to Change Talk
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Elaborating with Open Questions</strong></th>
<th>Asking for elaboration or more detail. Ex. “In what ways will you...?” “Tell me about a time...”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Affirming</strong></td>
<td>Recognize or prize what the person is saying about change with a positive comment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reflecting</strong></td>
<td>Convey understanding with a simple or complex reflection.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Summarizing</strong></td>
<td>Collect and give back bouquets of change talk.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A simple reflection...is like an iceberg...it is limited to what shows above the water, the content that has actually been expressed, whereas a complex reflection makes a guess about what lies beneath the surface.

-Miller & Rollnick, MI3, p. 58
Respond to Change Talk

- Offer a reflection for each statement:

Group 1: “I hate these meds. They keep making me sleepy and I can’t function at work the way I used to”.
*Target behavior: Medication Adherence*

Group 2: “I don’t want to, but need to start exercising again, even if for one day per week”.
*Target behavior: Weight Management*

Group 3: “I need to be a better role model for my kids. Maybe go back to work”.
*Target behavior: Parenting*

Group 4: “I can’t keep working like this. It’s costing me my health. I don’t know how, but with time, things are going to have to change”.
*Target behavior: Health*
Engage: No Fixin’!!!

- Target behavior: Pain management...
- Offer a reflection for this statement:

1. “I need to get my pain under control, so I can be active with my kids again”.
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(Adapted from Berg-Smith Training and Consultation, 2013)
Engage: No Fixin’!!!

- Target behavior: Pain management...
- Offer a reflection for this statement:

2. “I don’t want to take meds and I hate the side effects, but I can barely work without them”.
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(Adapted from Berg-Smith Training and Consultation, 2013)
Engage: No Fixin’!!!

- Target behavior: Pain management...
- Offer a reflection for this statement:

3. “My family worries me when they tell me I’ll ‘get addicted’ to these meds if I keep taking them”.

Angela R. Bethea, Ph.D.  
(Adapted from Berg-Smith Training and Consultation, 2013)
Engage: No Fixin’!!!

- Target behavior: Pain management...
- Offer a reflection for this statement:

4. “You guys are pushing these pills. If it were up to me, I wouldn’t take these at all!”
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(Adapted from Berg-Smith Training and Consultation, 2013)
Engage: No Fixin’!!!

- Target behavior: Pain management...
- Offer a transitional summary statement.
  - Without looking at each statement, start your summary with 1 ST statement and follow with 2 CT statements.

**Write one key transition question.**
- Where does this leave you now?
- What happens next?
- What’s the next step, if any?
- What are you thinking at this point?
- What changes, if any, do you think you might make?
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(Adapted from Berg-Smith Training and Consultation, 2013)
Exercise: A penny for your thoughts...questions will cost more!

1. Work in groups of 2.
2. Speaker: “If you were not doing your job, what would you be doing?”
3. Helper: Be present. Use OARS to convey understanding.
   - Have a limited amount of coins (12 pennies, 4 quarters)
     1. Give 1 penny for each Reflection or Affirmation
     2. Give 1 quarter for each Question
     3. Summaries are free!
     4. The first question is a freebie!
4. Switch roles after 5 minute cycles.
If you want to go fast, go alone. If you want to go far, go together.

-African proverb
How to Respond to Sustain Talk
Sustain Talk

- One side of ambivalence.
- It cannot be recognized unless you know the change target(s) or focus of treatment.
- ST is not discordant, although the helper’s response can quickly make it so.
- The more people verbalize and explore ST, the more they talk themselves out of change.
- CT statements should counterbalance ST by a 2:1 or 3:1 ratio.
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Sustain Talk

- I know lots of people who smoke weed while taking Risperdal.

- There’s no way I can do everything that the treatment team is asking me to do, it’s just too much.

- My father smoked cigarettes for 60 years and he’s still living, so why should I stop?

- There’s nothing wrong with me drinking a case of beer at a football game. This IS the South and the South IS football. Time to get wasted!

- I like living under the bridge, it’s my home.
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Reflective Responses to Sustain Talk: Straight Reflection

Client: I don’t think that anger is really my problem.

Helper: Your anger hasn’t caused any difficulties for you.

Client: Well, sure it has. It’s ruined my relationship with my mom.
Reflective Responses to Sustain Talk: Amplified Reflection

*Adds intensity in an overstatement to evoke the other side of ambivalence: CT*

Client: I think things are just fine living with my mom.

Helper: There’s really no room for improvement.

Client: Well, things aren’t perfect, but I’m happy living there. My mom isn’t, I guess.
Helper: It’s so easy to keep things as they are. At the same time, you’re trying to figure out how you can become more active in getting your independence back, living on your own and getting back to work.
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Strategic Responses to Sustain Talk: Emphasizing Autonomy

Client: I really don’t want to take my medication.

Helper: I hear you loud and clear, and it’s certainly your choice whether you take your medication or not. No one can make you do it.

Other Examples:
“It’s really up to you”; “I wonder what you’ll decide to do!”; “What you choose to do is your business”; “Even if I wanted to decide for you, I can’t”.
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Strategic Responses to Sustain Talk: Reframing

Client: My girlfriend is always nagging me about this.
Helper: She must really care about you.

Client: Everybody I know smokes as much weed as I do.
Helper: You really smoke with the best of them!

Client: I’ve been through so much lately, I’m not sure I can take this on too.
Helper: You’re quite a survivor.
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Strategic Responses to Sustain Talk:
Agreeing with a Twist

A reframe.

Client: I can really hold my liquor and drink folks under the table. It just doesn’t affect me the way it does other people. I’m still standing while others are passed out.

Helper: You don’t show or feel the effects of alcohol the way other people do. That’s how you operate. I can see how that would be a concern.
Strategic Responses to Sustain Talk: Running Head Start

For ambivalent clients: Get a running head start toward arguments for change by listening to the cons. Hear out the motivations for status quo first, especially when CT is scarce.

Client: I need to get a job.
Helper: Yes, but what have you really enjoyed about being unemployed?

**Follow-up with asking about the downside of the status quo and the advantages of change.

**If you have a good amount of CT, there’s no need to go fishing for ST.
Strategic Responses to Sustain Talk: Come Alongside

Agreement without a twist

Client: I’ve tried this AA thing a million times and it doesn’t work for me. How can other people with drinking problems tell me what to do? Plus, I just get too nervous. I get too scared to open up, then I just clam up. It’s not for me”.

Helper: It really may be too difficult for you. AA is not the best fit for everyone, even though it’s effective. Being a part of a group means making your contribution and it might not be worth the discomfort. Perhaps it’s better to stay as-is.
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How to Respond to Discord
Discord: What are the signs of a fire in your working alliance?

*Smoke Alarms*

Defending (Feel threatened or attacked):
- Blaming: “It’s not my fault”.
- Minimizing: “It’s not that bad”.
- Justifying: “What I’m doing makes sense”.

Squaring off (The helper is perceived as an adversary. An invitation to a power struggle, to argue—Client holds the power):
- “You don’t care about me”.
- “You have no idea what it’s like for me”.
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Discord: What are the signs of a fire in your working alliance?

*Smoke Alarms*

Interrupting: This may communicate...

- “You don’t understand”.
- “You’re not hearing me”.
- “You’re talking to much, listen to me”.
- “I don’t agree”.
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Discord: What are the signs of a fire in your working alliance?

*Smoke Alarms*

Disengagement

- Seems inattentive, distracted or ignores you.
- May change the subject and go off on a tangent.
- Eyes glaze over and glance at the clock.
Discord and the 4 Processes: Engaging

- Some people walk through the door angry and defensive.
- In response to multiple closed questions.
- May surface when the helper falls into Labeling or Blaming Traps.
Discord and the 4 Processes: Focusing

- Disagreement about what to discuss and the targets for change.
- When the helper falls into the Premature Focus Trap—pushing too soon for a change target that the client does not yet share.
Discord and the 4 Processes: Evoking

- Sustain talk emerges, even for clients who are well-engaged and who have found a treatment focus. This is a normal part of ambivalence.
- If the helper pushes the conversation in a direction that the client is not ready for OR moves past evoking to planning, discord can emerge.

Helper: You’ve told me several reasons why taking your medication could be a good idea. So, what are you going to do about it?
Discord and the 4 Processes: Planning

- It’s tempting for helpers to think, “Ok, I can take it from here. Now let me tell you what to do”. That’s the Righting Reflex.

- Planning needs to be a collaborative process. A helper’s Righting Reflex and a client’s ambivalence creates wrestling (not dancing) in the relationship.
Responding to Discord: Reflections

Client: Who are you? And, how old are you? You can’t understand me.

Helper:
- SR: You’re wondering if I can really be able to help you.
- CR (Amplified): It seems to you there’s no chance at all I could help you.
- CR (Double-Sided): You’re looking for some help and you’re not sure I’m the best fit for you.
Responding to Discord: Emphasizing Autonomy

Client: I’m not going to take my meds (Sustain Talk) and you can’t make me (Discord).

Helper: That’s right. I can’t make any choice for you even if I wanted to!
Responding to Discord: Apologizing

- When you’ve stepped on someone’s toes, it’s polite to say, “Sorry”.

- This costs you nothing and immediately acknowledges that this is a collaborative and respectful relationship.
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Responding to Discord: Affirming

- Can help to diminish defensiveness.

**Client:** I can do this on my own without your help!

**Helper:** Once you make up your mind about something you can get it done.
Responding to Discord: Shifting Focus

- Shift focus away from the hot topic or sore sport rather than continue to exacerbate it.

Client: Are you saying that the reason why my boyfriend sent me to the hospital is my fault?

Helper: Not at all. I’m not interested in placing blame or name-calling. What matters to me is how you would like your relationship to be better and how you might get there.
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Sustain Talk or Discord?

- Smoking cigarettes quiets my mind.
- How can you help me? You don’t know anything about me!
- You don’t care about anybody here. This is just a paycheck for you.
- I have other things to do right now, but instead I’m stuck here with you.
- No one has ever died from smoking too much weed!
- Have you ever smoked weed?
- I’ve already given up carbs. I can’t give up sugar too.
- Being here sucks. Are we done?
- I’m not going to take depot medication!
- You’re not listening to me!
- Whatever.
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Exercise: A penny for your thoughts...questions will cost more!

1. Work in groups of 2.
2. Speaker: “If you could leave your legacy or your imprint for the next generation, what would it be?”
3. Helper: Be present. Use OARS to convey understanding.
   - Have a limited amount of coins (12 pennies, 4 quarters)
     1. Give 1 penny for each Reflection or Affirmation
     2. Give 1 quarter for each Question
     3. Summaries are free!
     4. The first question is a freebie!
4. Switch roles after 5 minute cycles.

Angela R. Bethea, Ph.D.
(Adapted from Berg-Smith Training and Consultation, 2013)
Quote

Agenda mapping is like...examining a map at the outset of a journey.

-Miller & Rollnick, MI3, p. 106
Exercise: Agenda Mapping

1. Groups of 2 (Interviewer/Client)
2. Client: Pass the sheet to the helper.
3. Interviewer:
   • See the pg. 2 of the Agenda Mapping exercise.
   • Strive for MI benchmarks:
     • 2:1 Reflection-to-Question ratio
     • 70% of all questions to be open-ended
If the client’s life is like a forest, agenda mapping involves soaring over it for a moment with the perspective of an eagle.

-Miller & Rollnick, MI3, p. 107
MI Satisfaction

On a scale from 0 to 10, where 0 is “not at all satisfied,” and 10 is “most satisfied” where would you say you are?

Angela R. Bethea, Ph.D.
(Adapted from Berg-Smith Training and Consultation, 2013)
Thank You!!!
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